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Graph analyze :  
   This chart breaks the percentage  down of the robins population in Europe from 1980 to 2019  

  
   Overall  the percentage of robin in europe during around 40 years period increase. He went from 100% to 

120%.  But generally the percentage fluctuates. Between 1980 and  1988 we have a strong decrease , the 

percentage bottomed out from 100% to 80%. After between 1988 and 1995 we have a moderate rise. The 

percentage went up and down but generally soar. It came frome 80% to 120%. Finally from 1995 and 2019 the 

percentage ramained constant with smalls increases and decreases to reached 120% like in 1995.  

  
   To conclude the percentage of robin in Europe fluctuate during this period but overall it climbed.  

   

   

    

 HERITACUS  

   

 RUBECULA  

  
 European Robin  

 Robins are gray-brown birds with warm 
 

orange underparts and a white patch on  

  
 the lower belly.  

 The adult European robin is 12,5-14,0  
  
 cm long and weighs 16-22 g with a  

wingspan of 20-22 cm.  

    
 The robin migrate to the south in winter.  
 But it depends where he comes from.  
  

  

  
 The robin is mainly in europe. He lives  in 

the forest, in the city gardens and in  

  
 the countryside.  
   

 
In Europe the population of the robin is  
  
 estimated between 117 millions and 181  

 millions of adults birds.  
  

   

 In Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, our region, 
 
the 

population of the robin is around  
  
 4000 for 2020.  

   

  
 I saw my robin in my garden.  

   

 
There is a different robin, the american  
robin which is more dark, with a dark 

head.  

    

Percentage of robins   

trend   



https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1KJfHovActE2Ajop3PJ3ZjqNAtMaGmUz_&usp=sharing  

 

Picture   :   
  
Surroundings where I  saw the  
bird   
  

 interactive picture ( one click  + 
send you to a point of interest  
you created on google maps; this  
point is the place of your  
observation)   
  

Picture   :   
  
Pictu re with wings spread   

Picture   :   
  
Myself in the place I s aw the  
bird   


